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SUMMARY
Architecture Student Design Competition: Designing with CMU’s
BGSU’s Department of Architecture and Environmental Design has been awarded a grant by the
NCMA Education and Research Foundation for the 11th time. The main goal of this studentcentered architecture design competition was to explore the methods of the practical concrete
masonry fields, the culture of design that applies to the concrete masonry material, and to
continue to build a portfolio of design inventions based on concrete masonry. The students
learned that artificial boundaries between design and construction technology can be reduced
by highlighting the physical properties of materials and methods as being fundamental to the
design process, and not simply “functional” and/or “technical” concerns to be worked out later.
Patrick Hansford, a licensed architect with more than 30 years of experience in the field and a
visiting teaching professor was in charge of this year’s Architecture Student Design
Competition. 32 students in the Architecture Materials and Systems class took on the challenge
to design a non-denominational open air chapel (or point of reflection) for two persons. The
requirements were that there should be no roof structure, the project’s footprint coult not be
more than 120 square feet in area, the height of the walls could not be more than 6 feet (72
inches), and the project had to be constructed on an existing hardscape surface located on the
BGSU main campus.

This award wining design project responded to its site and surroundings, the use of light and shadow,
solid, and void, as well as the application of walls as a multi-wythe for both structural stability and
architectural effect. Source: BGSU Architecture Students Nicholas Brooks and Max Kokensparger.

Competition Overview
This year’s ARCH 3360 Architectural Materials and Systems class (Fall 2019) will
participate in a design/build competition sponsored by the National Concrete Masonry
Association Foundation. All thirty-two students will participate in the project. There are
three parts to the competition.
Part One:
-

Design
Students will work in groups of two (2) for a total of sixteen (16) Design
Teams.
Students will create their own Design Team.
Each two-person Design Team will develop a design for the competition.
The designs will be developed in a “Sketch Problem” method over a single
week.
Each Design Team will be provided an Entry Number to be written on the
back side of their presentation board.
The Entry Number should be the only identifying indicator on the
presentation board.
No names or logos are to be shown on the board.
Deliverable: One (1) 24” x 36” presentation board. Board shall be mounted
on 1/4” white foam board. An electronic copy of the presentation board
shall also be submitted thru Canvas. The electronic copy shall be a single
PDF with a minimum quality of 300 dpi.
The Presentation Board should tell a story. It should depict how you came
to your solution (precedent studies, process sketches, analytical
diagrams). The Presentation Board should include design documentation
that will explain your solution, such as a site plan, floor plan, sections,
elevations, and so on.
It is up to each Design Team to determine how best to present their
design idea. Meaning - the best design may not get selected due to a poor
presentation of the idea.
Any written explanation should be limited to 50 words or less. Remember the jurors may not read any written explanations. Design Teams should
rely on the graphic presentation to explain their project.
A jury of consist of professionals in the Building Arts will select four (4)
designs to advance to the next stage.
DUE DATE: Thursday, September 19, 2019. 7:00 PM.
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Part Two:
Teams
-

Construction Documentation and Project Planning
Students will be randomly arranged into four (4) Project Teams of eight (8)
students per Project Team. The four winning two-person Design
will be members of the Project Team for their design.
A detailed set of construction/assembly documents shall be prepared with
each member of the group responsible for a portion of the documents.
Each Project Team shall develop a materials list.
Each Project Team shall develop a project bar-chart identifying the
construction activity (tasks) in sequence of assembly, the time expected
for each task, which team members are responsible for each task.
Deliverable: One (1) set of construction documents.
Construction schedule/bar chart
Materials list
Construction Documents should include, but not be limited to the
following:
-

-

Site plan with dimensions depicting how the building is located at its
site. (How will the Project Team know how to place the structure on
the site)
Floor Plan
Exterior Elevations
Interior Elevations, if necessary
Wall Sections
Any other details deemed necessary by the Project Team.
Materials List

DUE DATE: Tentatively - Thursday, October 3, 2019
Part Three: Construction and Deconstruction
-

-

Students will have a single weekend to construct their project. Time
management and organization of the labor force will be important to
accomplish the construction task in a timely manner.
The project is to be dry stacked using “Liquid Nails” to bond the masonry
units together.
The intent is for the projects to be built in and around campus and to
remain on display for one to two weeks.
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-

After judging and public display, the Project Teams will deconstruct their
project and return all materials to a designated location near Park
Avenue.
A jury of consist of professionals in the Building Arts will determine a First,
Second, Third and Fourth place winner of the final constructed Project.
Construction Schedule:
Construction:
Tentatively - Weekend of October 5 and 6, 2019
Jury:
Tentatively - The week of October 7.
Deconstruction:
Tentatively - Thursday, October 17, 2019

Project Description
Overview
This project is designed to focus on the physical properties of the materials and the
logic of construction techniques. Concrete masonry is often looked upon as a lesser
material choice while in realty, in the hands of a creative designer, they can provide a
texture, scale, and massing not found in other materials. In many areas, concrete
masonry is the most common and most attainable material available to designers and
constructors. Obtaining knowledge about the versatility of concrete masonry will make
you a better designer.
Concrete masonry comes in a variety of sizes, shapes, finishes, and colors. Finishes
can include split face, scored, ribbed, and ground face. Concrete masonry bonding can
be as varied as any clay product. Each Design Team should research the material and
select shapes, sizes, and finishes and develop their eventual design based on their
research.
Note: Every attempt will be made to procure materials necessary for each design.
However, if specialty materials are unavailable, the Project Team will need to alter the
design, yet maintain the overall design intent.
Project Program
The project is to design a non-denominational open air chapel (or point of reflection) for
two persons. There shall be no roof structure. The project’s footprint can not be more
than 120 square feet in area. The height of the walls can not be more than 6 feet (72
inches). The project must be constructed on an existing hardscape surface.
NO RELIGIOUS SYMBOLISM OR ICONOGRAPHIC IMAGES ARE PERMITTED.
The Project should be located on the main campus of Bowling Green State University.
The design should respond to its site and surroundings. The use of light and shadow,
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solid and void should be considered in the design. Walls can be single wythe or multiwythe for structural stability and/or architectural effect.
Depending on requirements and parameters set by authorities having jurisdiction
(BGSU), the Project location may be modified as the competition progresses.
END OF DOCUMENT
Note: This will be a living document with the intent to document the competition and
may be expanded as time progresses
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2019 Student Design Competition
Part One: Design Teams
ARCH 3360 Architectural Materials and Systems
Instructor: Patrick Hansford

Entry Number

Team Members

CMU-101

Austin Whisman, Ryan Ritzenthaler and Zane Wicker

CMU-102

Erin Goedde and Garrett West

CMU-103

Nicholas Bidlack and Davinder Multani

CMU-104

Camden Norris and Guillermo “Will” Pacheco

CMU-105

Haley Rogers and Gabriella Spatz

CMU-106

Warda Zaidi and Morgan Cleek

CMU-107

Yazan Sahawneh and Adam Farago

CMU-108

Payton Hampton and Kendall Eyman

CMU-109

Nicholas Brooks and Max Kokensparger

CMU-110

Katherine Mestas and Anthony Coronado

CMU-111

Richard Pieper and Jake Bonacci

CMU-112

Miranda Rable and Kirsten Arledge

CMU-113

Husam Alminawy, Josiah Nichols, and Waunyai Ward

CMU-114

Zainab Alhejji and Gabrielle White

CMU-115

Seth Moyer and Madison Lein

Nicholas Brooks and
Max Kokensparger
Design Award CMU 109

The interaction with the site makes a strong statement. The elevated site creates a destination
point. The bold use of color helps call it out within the overall landscape. The location clearly
allows for reflection. The use of varied openings and the intersection of the block provides
detail to the design. The design provides ability for separation, yet togetherness.
(Jury Comments)
Madison Lein and Seth Moyer
Design Award CMU 115

This design forces you to interact with it. Transparency is balanced with its solidity. The design
can be made stronger by making its interrelationship with the site stronger.
(Jury Comments)

Nicholas Bidlack and Davinder Multani
Design Award CMU – 103

This design engages the landscape with a sense of overall serenity. It brings two people
together yet the location on campus provides for isolation one might seek for reflection.
The design is probably the most welcoming and would allow for more faiths to utilize the
structure. The bench design however will need to be resolved as its constructability is
questionable.
(Jury Comments)
Morgan Cleek and Warda Zaidi
Merit Award CMU -106

While the design needs to resolve issues of entry and its relationship to site, its general location
on campus is its strong point. This design requires the body to respond to it and provides the
user the ability for reflection.
(Jury Comments

2019 Student Design Competition
Part One: Design Teams
ARCH 3360 Architectural Materials and Systems
Instructor: Patrick Hansford

Entry Number
CMU-101

CMU-102

CMU-103

Team Members
Austin Whisman, Ryan Ritzenthaler and Zane Wicker

Erin Goedde and Garrett West

Nicholas Bidlack and Davinder Multani

CMU-104

Camden Norris and Guillermo “Will” Pacheco

CMU-105

Haley Rogers and Gabriella Spatz

CMU-106

Warda Zaidi and Morgan Cleek

CMU-107

Yazan Sahawneh and Adam Farago

CMU-108

Payton Hampton and Kendall Eyman

CMU-109

Nicholas Brooks and Max Kokensparger

CMU-110

Katherine Mestas and Anthony Coronado

CMU-111

Richard Pieper and Jake Bonacci

CMU-112

Miranda Rable and Kirsten Arledge

CMU-113

Husam Alminawy, Josiah Nichols, and Waunyai Ward

CMU-114

Zainab Alhejji and Gabrielle White

CMU-115

Seth Moyer and Madison Lein

FIELD EXPERIENCE
Architecture Student Design Competition
FALL 2019

BGSU students investigated the use of light and shadow, solid and void as well as design of
walls that can be single wythe or multi-wythe for structural stability and architectural effect in
the field.

FIELD PARTICIPATIONS
Architecture Student Design Competition
FALL 2019

“Instead of us lecturing, students can go out and touch the materials. What’s great is the
simplicity of the concrete block. It doesn’t have to be fancy, just lifting a block and stacking it.
It’s a very intuitive and tangible experience.”
Andreas Luescher, BGSU Professor and Chair of Architecture and Environmental Design

2019 Student Design Competition
Award Money Allocations
ARCH 3360 Architectural Materials and Systems
Instructor: Patrick Hansford
DESIGN WINNERS AND ATTENDED BUILD DAY
$100.00 each
CMU-103

Nicholas Bidlack and Davinder Multani

CMU-106

Warda Zaidi and Morgan Cleek

CMU-109

Nicholas Brooks and Max Kokensparger

CMU-115

Seth Moyer

DESIGN WINNERS AND DID NOT ATTEND BUILD DAY
$75.00 each
CMU-115

Madison Lein

SUBMITTED DESIGN AND ATTENDED BUILD DAY
$50.00 each
CMU-101

Austin Whisman and Zane Wicker

CMU-102

Erin Goedde and Garrett West

CMU-104

Guillermo “Will” Pacheco

CMU-105

Gabriella Spatz

CMU-107

Yazan Sahawneh and Adam Farago

CMU-108

Payton Hampton and Kendall Eyman

CMU-111

Richard Pieper

CMU-112

Kirsten Arledge

CMU-114

Gabrielle White

SUBMITTED DESIGN AND DID NOT BUILD DAY
$25.00 each\
CMU-101

Ryan Ritzenthaler

CMU-104

Camden Norris
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CMU-105

Haley Rogers

CMU-110

Katherine Mestas and Anthony Coronado

CMU-111
CMU-112

Jake Bonacci
Miranda Rable

CMU-113

Husam Alminawy, Josiah Nichols, and Waunyai Ward

CMU-114

Zainab Alhejji
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ASSESSEMENT
Architecture Student Design Competition

1. CMU lectures as introduction:
d. lectures as a motivator
c. understanding of the CMU techniques
b. understanding of a variety of CMU
applications
a. knowledge gained about CMU’s as a
product
0
Poor

Fair

2

Good

4

6

Very Good

8

10

12

14

16

12

14

16

Excellent

2. Competition Brief:
d. relevance/practicality of information
c. adequacy of information
b. clarity of information
a. organization of information
0
Poor

Fair

Good

2

4

6

Very Good

8

10

Excellent

3. Design Program:
d. input/support from faculty
c. suitability of site
b. aims and goals of the design challenge
a. pace of the process
0
Poor

Fair

2

Good

4

6

Very Good

8

10

12

14

16

Excellent

4. Judging:
d. effectiveness of anonymous judging
c. evaluation criteria
b. jury feedback
a. jurors as a group
0
Poor

Fair

Good

2

4
Very Good

6

8
Excellent

10

12

14

STUDENT COMMENTS
Architecture Student Design Competition
What did you like most about this
architecture student design competition?

• The idea of project being a competition
between fellow students
• The excitement in the class and the level
of competition
• Money
• None
• The first part of the process
• Designing the first concepts
• Group discussion/info we got
• I liked the freedom of the project
• It gave students the opportunity to work
with materials hands-on
• I liked being able to design a structure that
could be used by students on campus
• I didn’t like this
• Freedom
• Money
• I liked designing something and seeing it
be built
• It was nice to do a project just for fun
• It was enjoyable to get out and build
something
• Outdoor time
• Used actual CMU block as a design
element to construct a small space
• The professor’s organization of the project
as its seemed overwhelming
• Patrick did a fantastic job teaching and
motivating
• The award
• Getting to go out & be hands on
• The competition was great opportunity to
practice design
• Collaboration
• The level of creativity that was allowed

What did you dislike most about this
architecture student design competition?

• thought overall it was good
• nothing
• took time from real knowledge
• everything
• the purpose was not clear
• Time is not organized
• The time for doing this work
• Having to use CMU’s is tough to build and
entire structure
• I disliked the lack of locations we could use
on campus
• I disliked the limitation on usable site
selection being limited
• The CMU project is a waste for the
material source and caused a time crunch
in our course
• No real-world application
• How long it was
• The instructions were somewhat unclear
• The design competition was a waste of
time, it was unrelated to the subject,
would have been a better project for
introduction of construction management
• My design didn’t win
• Too time consuming
• Not being able to build on site/campus
• The University wasn’t willing to approve
our sites which many students were upset
about
• Did we really have to physically build the
structure?
• Takes away from other projects
• The lack of effort same students showed
• The time it was built
• Not being able to build them on campus

BUDGET STATEMENT
Architecture Student Design Competition
FALL 2019
Checks Received by NCMAF
1. $1000.00
2. $1750.00
Outstanding Check by NCAMF
3. $2,750.00
Total $5,500.00

1
2
3
4
5
6

7

8

BGSU Expenses occurred
Digital printing of the competition boards incl. mounting
(32 posters x $30.00 in house printing)
Building supply (sand, paint, reinforced steel, liquid nail, etc.)
Replacement garden tools (shovel, pick axes, rakes, etc.) and levels
Transportation cost for CMU donation from Tri County Block & Brick,
Swanton, OH
Refreshments (Pizzas, soft drinks, etc.) provided
Prize Money
Subtotal
BGSU Expenses planned (professor stipend)
Plan to do research, attend and present paper about the design/build
experience for example at the National Conference on the Beginning
Design Student (NCBDS), ACSA Teachers Conference, Constructed
Environment, etc.
Plan to do upcoming design/build exhibition at the architecture gallery
Total

$960.00
$95.00
$210.00
$120.00
$144.00
$1,750.00
$3,279.00

$1,946.00

$275.00
$5,500.00

